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Followings are my individual INPUTs on CP on Inputs for Formulation of National 

Telecom Policy 2018 dated 03rd January, 2018. The same I have submitted as 

member of two committees formed in DoT for NTP specific to Digital India and 

Spectrum Management.   

 ISSUES for CONSULTATIONS  

1. On structure and content  

My Inputs are: 

A. In preamble while giving emphasis on number of connections we need to 

express that it is across length and breadth both geographically and density 

wise. 

 

B. In preamble it will be good to give emphasis on “BIG DATA” around which the 

future communication world-wide is focused. 

  

C.  Further to BIG DATA three things should be focused. 

 

a. DATA COLLECTION: Ensuring connectivity for connecting sensors for 

collecting DATA at source, connecting devices to enter the data, 

connecting devices to convert the written data across all Industry. This 

will provide revenue streams for such service providers.  

 

b. DATA COMPLITATION and ANALYSIS:  Ensuring connectivity to bring all 

these Data at one point, making available this Data to service provider 

who will get revenue streams from it across all Industry. 

 

c. DATA transmission for Decision making: Ensuring connectivity to 

transmit data for decision making for which requirement can be “Ultra 
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High Throughput, Ultra High Latency, Ultra High Real Time” as per 

type of service across all Industry. This will fetch revenue streams for 

such service providers. 

 

d. DATA management security and Ownership. This will fetch revenue 

streams for such service providers. 

 

D. In defining strategies (item D sub item a): 

 

It should be reframed giving emphasis on “Telecom Connectivity 

Infrastructure” as  

“Recognising The Telecom Infrastructure as FOUNDATION for development of 

India by providing connectivity to establish communication systems and 

services”. 

 

E. In defining strategies (item D sub item p): 

 

Change it to “Standardizing and mapping...” There is a need to develop a 

standard nomenclature across Telecom Industry for uniformity. 

 

2. On Any other issue: 

My Inputs are: 

We need to talk about creating a TELECOM MONITORING CENTRE under DoT. It 

should be equipped with video walls and state of art infrastructure to give a glance of 

nationwide telecom connectivity.  
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